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Motivated by theoretical studies of Reggeon field-theo-ries -

with direct four Reggeon couplings, we consider the phenomeno-

logical implications of such a coupling.  In particular, we

calculate.the contribution to two particle inclusive reactions

of a direct four Reggeon coupling, and show that: (a) they

are accessible at presently available energy, (b) they give

rise to dramatic effects, (c) the data seem to show evidence

of these effects, and (d) the coupling appears large.
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Much of the work in Regge theory in the past few years has been of a very

formal nature, addressing itself to the question of consistency.  Most recently

1
the Reggeon calculus of Gribov has been converted into a field theory. Once

Regge theory had been cast in a field theoretic language it was natural to

depart from the Regge behavior dictated strictly by fits to data

and ask what other trajectories and coupling might be handled with this new

2
technique.  One of the most interesting departures is the four Reggeon coupling,

and it is the one we will study here.  The reasons for our interest are many:

(1)  In a Reggeon field it is a relevant variable, that is, it can affect the

ultra high energy behavior of the theory, or the approach to it.  (2)  By

studying coupled ladder Feynman diagrams, which is after all the basis of Gribov

calculus, it has recently been shown that such coupling should be of order

3
one. (3)  The four Reggeon coupling is measurable with present accelerators.

(4)  Its size can be estimated from present data, at ISR.

The inclusive reaction where the four Reggeon coupling will enter is

a+b+c+b+X (Fig.la) Consider the kinematics of this process.

Pa = (m, 000)  ;   Pb = m(chY,00,shy);
+

PC =  (Bcchyc, qc'Bcshyc)    ;     Pd  =  (Bdchyd'(Id'Bdshyd)

The kinematic region of interest for the four Reggeon coupling is:

s   large, Ml large,   and
M 

large,
(s/41) large and (s/M ) large,

tl small, t2 small,
where

2     2 Y
s  =   (Pa    b) =m e

tl = (pa-pc)2 = 2m2(1 - :mc chyc  

t2 = (pb-pd)2 = 2m2(1 - e ch(Y-Yd)  .

U-Ii
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2    2 y/ Bd  -CY- d))            2M  E m e 1 1- -e / =   a    b- d 1 m
1

2   2 y(„   cB   -C c \            2M Em e ,1 - - e  = f a   b- c 2  i m

2 - 2 y/ Bd -CY-Yd)\/ Fc  -Yc'
M -me (1 - m e /'11 - _me    /1= (Pa  Pt,-Pc-Pd)2  .

1 For convenience, we also use

=   d   e   -  Y-Yd)
xl   m

It           -

e
Fc  -Yc

Now consider the diagram for the two-particle inclusive process in the limit

given above.  The diagram is shown in Fig.lb.  Summing over intermediate

4
states X implies a discontinuity of a two Reggeon elastic amplitude. One

contribution to the two Reggeon elastic amplitude is a direct four Reggeon

1 coupling as shown in Fig.lb.  The Regge behavior of this diagram is given by

2 c (t2) 2e(tl)
dc 1 ./s )

d ped pd    =   T
\;421/ tli) . [,(tl,2)11 Ba:(,1.)1'b:('2)

where dP = d 3p/E, and where y(tlt2) is the discontinuity of the four Reg
geon
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coupling. We have only considered one trajectory here but the extension to

many is straightforward.  The kinematic region for this diagram is clearly

within experimental reach.  This four Reggeon diagram is very likely the

principal contribution in this region of small M .  However, it will also

remain for large 2, since  the four Reggeon coupling  is a basic coupling  in

the theory.  In the large 2. region there is another diagram which.contr
ibutes;

the double triple Regge diagram  (DTR)   (Fig. lc.). This diagram contributes
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20(t2) 2a(tl) Ot(o)da  = 1 /_s-) ( 2) g(tl)g(t2)Ba2(tl)Bb (t.2)'
dP  d P        s  \  2/            < 2 b d  Ml   --2

2
Of course, for large M  this diagram will dominate the four Reggeon diagram

2 0(0)                            2because of the (M ) dependence.  Now at low M  this diagram probably

provides a background in some dual sense to the four Reggeon diagram.

The correlation function R is defined by

dc
a dp dp

c  dR= dc dc
-1.

d P dP
c   d

In this kinematic region dc/dPc is given by the triple Regge form,

dc 20(t )
dp  =   (4.)    1 (Mi )„ (0),a:(t,)B (0) g (tl)

and c= F (0)2.  Thus the contribution to R from both the DTR diagram ·and the

four Reggeon diagram is

y( lt2) 1
y(tlt2)       1

R= -=

g(tl)g(t2) MZ  g(tl)g(t2) s(1-xl)(1-x2)

The value of the DTR diagram is one, and it cancels the one in the expression

for R.

In Fig.2a we plot R, calculated with pl = 0, y/g2 = 10 and s = 540 (GeV)2,

Ayl <Y-yd and A]'2 =yc.   We see that the contours rise as we move into the

lower right hand corner of the yc yd plot.  In Figs. 2a and 2b we show the

Pisa-Stony Brook two particle correlation data5 displayed as countours;   the

rising of contour in the lower right hand corner is clear at both energies.

In addition we see that the structure is deeper in the corner at higher

energy, as is predicted by the 1/s in the expression for R,  Furthermore,
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as we move away from the corner in both graphs we see that there is a relatively

large area where R is approximately zero.  This again is in agreement with

2
our expression for R, since as we move away from the corner M  increases

rapidly and R drops to zero. (the contribution of the DTR diagram).

The fixed multiplicity contour plots, Figs. 2c and 2d, also show the

structure we have described. In fact, in the Pisa-Stony Brook data the

effect seems stronger here.  We should note that the data is a function of

9 = -log tan 0/2, which necessarily introduces some uncertainties.  In

order to estimate the size of the four Reggeon coupling we look at a slice

of data crossing the contours which is shown in Fig.2b.

While the data is somewhat eratic, we would estimate that for

/8 = 23;  R w .3 yc - ·5 and Y-Yd - .2. If we take <Pl> to be

about .35 GeV., then B/mal.15 and xl= .7 and x2=.94 and we find that  .

y( lt2)
9.5.

g(tl)g(t2)

While this is at best an order of magnitude result, two things appear

clear:  (a)  The data show a peaking in the corner indicating a four Reggeon

coupling. (b)  The four Reggeon coupling is at least as big as the triple

Regge coupling, and probably larger.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1.  (a) Two particle inclusive process a+b+c+d+X. (b)  The

four Reggeon coupling contribution to the two particle inclusive

process. (c)  The double triple Regge contribution to the

two particle inclusive process.

Figure 2.  (a)  Calculated value of R(yc'yd) with the ratio of the four

Reggeon coupling to the triple Regge· coupling squared equal

to 10. (b) Pisa-Stony Brook two particle correlation for

/8=23 and 62 GeV with '111 =-4.42 and TI  in the range 4, to 5.

Figure 3. Pisa-Stony Brook two particle correlation contours of constant

R(711'112).    (a)   /s=23   GeV.       (b)     /s=62   GeV.

(c)  fixed multiplicity /s  =2 3   GeV.

(d) fixed multiplicity /s = 62 GeV.
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